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PREFACE

The following notes are a partial documentation in sup-

port of the eight week course on "Identificazione e Control

1o dei Mampolatori Robotici" offered at the Politecnico di

Milano, Dipartimento di Elettronica, during the spring 1988

This course is itself a part of "Teoria detla Regolazione"

a full year course under the responsibi1ity of Professor A.

Locatelli. A debt of gratitude on the part of the author is

due to Professer A. Locatelli for the opportunity to

collaborate with him in this project, and to professer S.

Bittanti for making my connng to Milano possible. Many

thanks are also due to them for technical interactions,

fine hospitality and warm fnendship; thèse thanks must be

extended to the other members of the group of Automatica,

among them: professors G. Guardabassi , N. Schiavoni, C. Maf

fezzoni, P. Bolzern, P. Colaneri, and R. Scattolini; and to

the various students with whom l have had the pleasure to

interact.

Our objective is to introduce the main ideas and techni-

ques associated with the control of a robotic mampulator.

The interdisciplinary nature of the subject, the width and

depth of its terntory, its partly well established and

partly rapidly evolving character make this not an easy

thing to do. We will therefore opt for a pragmatic approach

to simply aim at opening a window, creating a point of

departure, providing the motivation and the capability for



the reader to proceed by himself as far down the road as

he may wi sh to go.

We will assume familiarity with a certain number of

items such as basic kinematics, dynamics and automatic

control theory. Dur présentation strategy will be to recall

the basic idea behind a technique and to illustrate its

application to the case in point; care will be taken to

pinpoint connections with the specialized literature; a

spécial attention wil1 be given to provide the student with

the background required to benefit from a number of propo-

sed hands-on simulation experiments.

Thèse were the intentions... As it turns out, we do

realize that what we end up with is only the beginm'ng of

the document we would have liked to get. We are never-

theless confident that the serious student complementing

what we have with the références listed in the bibliography

(particularly recommended are [Wr.l] and [Fu.l], plus the

educational reports [RMDS. 3-5]), should have no difficulty

into attaining the intended objective.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The physical components of the guidance unit of a

robotic System, a robotic mannpulator (fig. 1.1) complemen-

ted with whatever peripheral equipment may be required to

perform a given task (fig. 1.2), are similar to those which

are usually found in the supervision unit of an industrial

control process: transducers, detectors, actuators, power

generators, computers, communication, memory, visuaiization,

interface, software, timing etc.

ttoow nofrion jnr

Shoukw Hcuilen
IV

1^-^

n«o»« nuuuon ur

FjjLure 1-t^ A robotic manipulator
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Figure 1.2: Physical components of a robotic System

t.

With référence to fig. 1.3, the conceptual opération

of such a System can be described as follows:

^. an operator commum'cates through a man-machine inter-

face the task to be accomplished;

jj^. an artificial intelligence module détermines the

action strategy needed to accomplish such a task; this

strategy is usually a function of the task itself and of

the information about the work scène whichis .provided by

the sensing éléments;

Ti 1• a trajectory generator module computes the mam'pulator

links position and velocity required to implement such an



action;

iv. a controller computes the inputs to the amplifiers

driving the actuators so that position and velocity measur-

ed by the links transducer coïncide as rapidly, precisely

and reliably as possible with the required values;

v. thi's séquence is repeated until the task has been

accomplished.

Dur purpose in what follows is to focus attention on

ideas and techniques at the basis of the design of the

controller module. Preliminary requirements to the intended

subject are: an exposure to the .principles governing the

kinematics and the dynamics of articulated chains [Cr.l] ;

a général knowledge of the various familles of robots

available in the industry together with the variety of

applications [En.l] ; a good fami1iarization with the work-

ing and the modalities of opération of at least one speci-

fie example of a robotic guidance System (a useful educa-

tional example can be found in [RMDS.l]); a good familia-

n'zation with standard control techniques.

The main questions of interest are: How are standard control

techniques applied to robotic mampulators? With what

success? With what modifications? What new techniques are

considered? What is the interplay between kinematics,

dynamics and control?
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Figure 1.3: The conceptual structure of a robotic System.

1.2 Dynamic model of a robotic mam'pulator

The dynamic model of a robotic manipulator allows one

to détermine accélération speed and position of the robot

which are produced by the application of a given set of

forces (direct dynamics); or, inversely, to détermine the

set of forces required to produce a desired accélération

speed and position trajectory (inverse dynamics). Such a

model is usually obtained by using either the Newton-Euler

approach, particularly efficient for computational purposes,

or the Euler-Lagrange approach, particularly convenient for



an analytical closed form représentation of the physical

elements involved.

A systematic application of the Euler-Lagrange

approach [Pa.1,chp 4] leads to the following model (fig.2.1):

n n n

î\. = l D^ q^ + l l D^>. q,Ai/ + D,, i=1...n•i j^l "1J "Ù • j^ ^^ -ijk -j-k -i) • •••••

where:

n : is the number of joints (degrees of freedom,

links);

r;: is the résultant of the forces, (moments), applied

to link i;

q.-«t.. >?.••" represent position, speed and accélération

of link i with respect to link i-1;

D^: represents the effective inertia of the manipu-

lator

"U • L... . . Trace ("PJ JP "PJ)
p=max i,j

J_: pseudo inertia matrix of the link;

V =^ T[p-o];

î[p,o] : transformation matrix associated to the frames of

link p and of the base of the mampulator;

D^,. : centn'petal and Conolis force coefficients;

n

D.,,. = I Trace (U_,,. J^ Ul, )
ijk _fc_.. _. _. , •''"'*- vwpjk wp "pi

p=max i,j,k



u_,
pjk 3q. 9qi

T [p,o]

The complexity of such a model may be illustrated by

simply noticing that for n=6, matrices D^,. and D;;,, have
1 J 1 J

dimensions respectively equal to 6x6=36 and 6x6x6=216; the

number of multiplications required to compute the model 1s

roughly equal to

16x64=86x ^Lx63+ -l^-x62+ 4^x6-128=66.271;

the number of additions is

25x6"+22x6% —y. 6"+1 4x6-96=51 .548,

Using standard state and control notations

?1
l •

l

q.'n

> x
A

X1; x e
X1

x
n

; uê

r
l
l
l

r

one obtains a state model of the form

x = f(x) + B(x)u + e

where

f(x) e

0

0

l

0

x +
-1

:D,J [D,^T j J '-'ijk-

-1

x,»x^ [D,j] [D,]
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and 8 is a vector representing perturbation forces (fric

tion, stiction, external perturbations, ...).
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CENTRIFUBAL

FEED_FDRWARD

FEED_BACK

Figure 2.1: Dynamic mode 1 of a link.



Usually, the control force applied to a link is made

of a centralized 'feedforward component, u,-r..> directed

at neutralizing dynamic and perturbation forces (inter-

coupling, gravity, centrifugal, Coulomb, ...); plus a de-

centralized feedback component, Ur.r,.., directed at reducing
1

the distance between actual and desired link position and

ve1ocity.

Indicating with x^. and x,,^ such position arid velocity,^

one can then represent the dynamics of a link in terms of

the following simplifiée! model (fig. 2.2):

x., = x „,1 i " 2 i

X2i . Kmi
X2i = ~ 77~ + T7- [UFBT + çi

where:

K^ s——= gain of the link, a_. = a viscosity

coefficient;

T.; = j— r time constant of the link;

11

Ç,. = the résultant of u^^.. and the dynamic and

perturbation forces it is supposed to neutra-

1 ize.
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Figure 2.2: Simplified model of a link

1. 3 J h e co nt roi proble m

SPEED [i] POS [i]

The structure of the controller of a robotic mam'pula-

tor is represented in fig. 3.1: each link is servoed by

means of a decentralized feedback loop controller; thèse

controllers are complemented with a centralized coordinator

which, on the basis of current and desired configurations

of the mam'pulator, générâtes a convement feedforward

action; this coordinator may also tune the gains of the

feedback loop controllers. The physical components of the

feedback controller are descn'bed by fig. 3.2 and 3.3.

Representing the manipulator with the model

x = f(x) + B(x)u + 8

the controller design problem is: to develo.p a control u(-)

capable of forcing x(-) to follow a desi'red x^(-) as
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Figure 3.3: Components of a link feedback controtler

rapidly, precisely and reliably as possible in spite of

the présence of the usually unknown g. Such a problem has

been the focus of much attention on the part of control

theoreticians and most of the available standard control

techniques turn out to be relevant to its solution.

One can mention in particular:

. 1inearization and classical theory (frequency, transfer

function and static space techniques);

. Lyapunov and hyperstability theory;

. optimal control (LQG, maximum principle, Hami1ton-Jacobi ,

etc.);

. adaptive control , identification;

. variable structure Systems, etc.
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In what follows we will discuss how thèse techniques

are indeed applied to the control of robotic manipulators.

In particular: the concept of computed torque and accele-

ration resolved controllers; the design of currently

employée! PID controllers; sliding mode controllers; adaptive

and learm'ng controllers.
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2. MODEL BASED CONTROLLERS

2.1 Introduction

Model based controllers rely on the assumption that

the dynamical model of the manipulator is perfectly known

together with 1ts parameters values and external pertur-

battons [Le.1, p. 188-195]. Thei r potential adoption usually

also présumes the availabili'ty of high performance actua-

tors, transducers and computational units.

In spite of thèse demanding assumptions, thèse con-

trollers are interesting in that they offer an idéal vehicle

to put into perspective the physical, structural and

computational complexity of the problem; they represent an

efficient term of comparison against which to discuss the

techm'cal features of other controllers; they suggest many

of the ideas and techniques which subsequently find at

least a partial application in a variety of other more

realistic control schemes.

2.2 Computed torque controller

Considering the manipulator dynamics as described in

terms of the Lagrange-Euler model ,

n n n

u,= ï D,, q, + ^ ^ D,,., q,q, + D,,-1- .M "ij "J ' J^l ^1 "1jk '<J"'k ' "i'
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the idea of a computed torque controller is to provide a

control given by

"1 = "FF1 + "FBi

with

n n

u,-^_. = y D,,, q., + y y D,,,._ f^_ q,._ + D,.'FFi ^ "ijc '1j0 ^ ^^ "ijkc '1jm ~1km •'ic

and

"FB1 ~- J Dijc ^KH Lq,D-qim K, •i |^iD-qi m

where the subscripts m,e and D are used to denote measured,

computed and desired values.

Under the assumption that measured, computed and

actual values a11 coïncide, that 1s

and

i '1im

D_._. = D,,T J ~ 1 J e

CL = q..'i ~l-\m

ijk "ijkc D.. = D,_,i " i e '

usage of such a control leads to

n

J DU [(qiD-i'i> + K,1 '<1D-'1> + K21 «iD-^-)]-°

and, from the nonsingularity of [D.^] ,

"iD-li +K1i^1D-^) +K2l(^D-^)=o
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With a convem'ent choice of gain values K,.., K^; , one

can then come up with a perfectly decoupled, arbitrarily

pôles assignable, second order link dynamics. Introducing

the notation

n n

h(q ,0^ [h^.fq, A) l D,,,^ q,q.^ + D,
,.', k.L, "1.Ik "J^ ' "1

one can represent the structure of a computed torque con-

troller using the diagram in fig. 2.1. The numerical algo-

rithm employed can be interpreted as an inverse dynamic

problem, i.e.: compute the forces required to have an

accélération given by

qo

•

qo

Fu|ure 2.1: Structure of a computed torque controller
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..*

^=VK1(Vq)+K2(qD-^)

in correspondence to speed and position q, and q.

An effective way to implement such an algorithm is provided

by the Lu-Walker-Paul approach [Fu.1, p.. 117J.

2.3 Accélération resolved motion

An accélération resolved motion controller is similar to a

computed torque controller in that it strives at applying a

force capable of generating an accélération equal to the

desired accélération plus a PD component of the position

error. The distinction is that thèse éléments are now

directly expressed in work space coordinates. Accordingly,

oneassumes to have available desired workspace position

and orientation trajectories (pn(t), nn(t)) of the mam'pu-

lator end effector,together with their linear and angular

speed and accélération denoted, respectively, with •lthe

symbols v (t), a)p|(t), and v^(t),J)^(t). Usually the vectors

p^, Vp, and Vr, refer to desired position speed and accelera-

tion of the origin of the end effector frame with respect

to the work space frame; n^, un and un refer to desired

actual first and second derivative values of the angles

(often Euler or RPY angles) characterizing the orientation

of the end effector frame.

Control forces are then applied so as to generate end

effector linear and angutar accélérations givenby the

expression
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... *:

v

(Jt)
0),

+ K.

PD-P

V"
+ K,

VD-V

vu

where p,n, v and u characterize actual position and velocity

values. Under idéal conditions this leads to an error

dynamics governed by the équation

V
h)D~u

+ K,

PD-P

V"
+ K

2 ,

Vp-V

y
0

that is, (upon a choice of diagonal K, and K,,): a perfectly

decoupled in work space coordinates, arbitrarily pôles

assignable dynamics.

The control forces can be computed by applying the

Luh-Walker-Paul inverse dynamic algorithm [Fu.1, p.117].

For this, one needs first to have available the mam'pula-

tor links actual position and velocity, plus the desired

accélération. Position and velocity q and q are usually

obtained from the link transducers. Denoting with J the

manipulator Jacobian matrix, the links accélération vector

q is computed by exploiting the following incremental

kinematic équations

v(t)

u(t)
.= Jq
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v(
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•

+ Jq
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Figure 3.1: Structure of an accélération resolved motion
control1er
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3. PID CONTROLLERS

3.1 Introduction

In current industrial practice the control force •

applied by the controller to the i-th link is given by

ui = UFFT + UFBT

where u,-,-.; is a central ized feed-forward component aimed

at compensating for gravity; Ur-r,.- is a decentralized feed-
1

back component with the function of reducing the différence

x,n-x,., where x^.r, and x; represent, respectively, required

and actual values of link position and velocity.

The dynamics of the link can then be thought as given

by

xn ~- X2i

K_..1 . "mi

X2i = - f X2i + f- (UFBi + çi)
1 1

where ç^., the residual of gravity intercoupling centripetal

and perturbation forces which have not been eliminated by

the présence of u^^.., is viewed as a perturbation. The

control u,-o.; is usually a nonlinear (relay) or linear (P,
1

PD, PID) function of the différence x,.n-x....

In général, relay controllers are the simplest and

the least expensive; however, as they usually produce

vibration and imprecision, their use is often confined to
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1 ow cost, 1 ow performance mam'pul ators . Higher class mam-

pulators usually employ controllers of the PID type

(fig. 2.1, 2.2).

3.2 Position Servo and Trajectory Tracking PID Controllers

The action provided by a typical position servo PID

controller is given by (see fig. 2.1),

-•^ :
0

UFBi=-K1(x1-XD1)-K1x2-K3f ,(x1-XD15dt+K3K4 X1D'

where K,,K,,,K,, and K/, represent proportional, derivative

intégral and feédforward gains respectively. The reason

to be of thèse gains is the classical one:

K, is indispensable for stability;

K., is required to improve speed of response;

K, is required to eliminate the influence of stationary

perturbations ;

K/i compensâtes for the transient réponse deteriorating

influence of K.,.

Under the hypothesis that K_.. and T.. are constant,

the dynamical behaviour of the link is described by the

transfer functions

x, SVK1+K3K4)+K3Kn

1 XD1 T s3+(1+K_Kjs2+K_K,s+K_K.
m i. mi m

x, sK_

F,-- (s)'——-m
ç T s +(1+K_Kjs2+K_k;s+K_K.'m"2'~ "m"1""'m'*3
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Figure 2.1: PID position servo controller

DES.Pot

Figure 2.2: PID trajectory fracking controller
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For stability one needs

K3 > °

K2 > -1/K.

K1 > T K3/(1+V2)

The values of K,,.'..,K/, are usually chosen so as to

attain some prescribed performance spécifications often

expressed in terms of response time, settling time, over-

shoot,contro1 level constraints, sensitivity, robustness

and similar. Thèse spécifications can usually be translatée!

in terms of pôles and zéros.

Indicating with p^,p^,p^ and z the zero-pole configuration

correspondent to the required spécifications, and using the

notations

°,ê
1.1) _ A 1

+ — l a^ s
p, ' pj "2 Plp.'1I'2

one has

(1-s/z)F

F

1 ~ ^
(1+q^s + a^s") (1-s/pg)

Kgd+a^s+a s2) d-s/pg)

and

K1 = if (PlP2 + P2P3 + PlP3)
m
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K2 a - [(P1+I)2+P3)T -1] / K»

K3 = - K: P1P2P3
m

K4 = (-K3-K1Z) / K3Z

If, in addition to x^, , one also has available x,

and x^,, , the PID position servo controller reay be replaced

by a tragectory tracking PID controller whose action is

described by

X2
UFBi s 'ÏT XD1 + K ~ K1(X1~XD1)~K2(X2~XD1)

m m

f:0- K3 l „ <x1-XDl)dt

Using the notations

Axi "= (xrxDi)

AX2 "= ,(X2-XD1)

8 J-AXg ê |Ax^ dt

one bas

AX^ = Ax^

K.

^ - ^ [-1ÀX2 = T l ~K1AX1-K2AX2~K3AX3+Ç
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AX3 = AX1

By requinng that the dynamics of the System be once

again characterized by the pôles p,,p.> and p^ one has

F. A ^ - 1
1 XD1

A ""1 "m s

2 - Ç - T (s-p^) (s-p^) (s-pg)

The values and stability requirements of K<,K^ and K.

are identical to the case of the position servo. A more

complète discussion of PID controllers may be found in

[RMDS.8,-Le.1 p. 5-25] . A detailed development concerm'ng

.a 2 degrees of freedom SCARA manipulator under relay, dual

mode, (linear in the proximity of the target, non linear

when far away), ^nd PID control may be found in [RMDS.4].

A bands-on analysis of the dynamical behavi'or of such a

System may be developed through the use of the simulators

POSSPEED and SIMNOG available at the Computer Center,

(Prometeus), (see appendices A,B).

3.3 Observations

The dependence of thelink parameters K__. and T. on the ma'mi ~"- 'i

nipulator configuration may lead to a situation where a given set of

gains is satisfactory in one configuration and unsati sfactory

in others. This shortcomi'ng represents the main justifica-
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tion for the introduction of an adaptive strategy whereby

the values of K,,...,K/, are continuously adjusted to the

estimated values of K_; and T; (see forthcoming section).
mi i

The dynamical intercoupling generated by the simul-

taneous displacement of more than one link may lead to Ç

values which may not be adequately neutralized by frhe PID

controller. This problem may be solved by introducing a

dynamical decoupling in the controller feedforward compo-

nent; an alternative solution may be provided by a PID/

sliding mode controlter (see relevant section).

Finally, in high accuracy high speed mam'pulator

centripetal and Coriolis effects may further deteriorate

performance. This type of mampulators may require full

computed torque controllers complemented with nonlinear

multivariable adaptive capabi1ities. The usage of a learn-

ing control may also be required (see relevant sections).
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4. ADAPTIVE CONTROLLERS

4.1 Introduction

The dynamic performance of a robotic manipulator equip'

ped with a controller provided by either the classical PID

or the more advanced model based approach is dépendent upon

the knowledge of the plant parameter values. While such

a knowledge is in général incomplète, it may often be im-

proved during the opération of the System by momton'ng the

input/output behavior of the plant. It is quite natural

then to consider an adaptive scheme whereby plant parameter

knowledge is sequentially updated and exploited to improve

the controller action.

Early robotic implementations of such a scheme have

given n'se to the utHization of classical model référence

and self-tuning adaptive controllers [Le.l].

While thèse controllers have been mainly considered with a

view of rendering adaptive the decentralized feedback part

of the controller, more recently, new advanced controllers

capable of extending adaptivity to the feédforward con-

troller component have been proposed [Cr.l].

4.2 Model référence adaptive controllers (MRAC)

The feedback System characterizing an adaptive control

1er with a référence model is made of a plant, a classical
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controller, a référence model and a controller gain adap-

tation module (fig. 2.1). Its pnnciple of opération is

the fotlowing: the référence model is chosen so as to

generate the desi'red output trajectory; the controller gains

are initially adjusted so that under nominal operating

conditions the plant output coïncides with the référence

model output; when the plant parameters vary, plant and

model outputs no longer coïncide and a différence is detec-

ted; the adaptation module exploits this différence so as

to generate a variation in the controller gains having the

effect of reducing it.

SET_POINT

CLASSICAL
CONTROLLER

REFERENCE
MDDEL

BAIN
ADAPTATION

-»^\^"^

+

F1 g u re z. -l structure or a model référence adaptive con

trol1er
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To illustrate the implementation of this idea into a

computational algon'thm, the dynamics of the plant together

with the classical controller is modelled by

À = -fs^' a' I' A)

where

f^: is a function representing the dynamic behavior

of the feedback System;

x : is the state;

a : is a variable parameter;

r : the System entry;

d : reflects the présence of external disturbances.

The référence model dynamics corresponds to the feed-

back System desired behavior and is given by

y = Im (y. a. i)

where:

f_: represents the dynamics of the référence model;

y: is the desi'red state;

a : is the nominal value of a.

The parameter vector a is a function of the controller

gains as well as of a certain number ofplant parameters

subject to unpredictable variations. The idea behind the

MRAC is to compensate disturbances and unpredictable variât-

ions with adaptively induced gain variations. This is done
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by attempting to nnm'nnze the output error

e(t) = y(t) - x(t)

As a measure of this error one considers a quadratic func-

t ion of the type

V(e) = -i e'Oe

wherç Q is a convemently chosen positive defim'te symmetric

ma t nx.

An effective procédure to mim'mize V(e) may be obtained

by applying the gradient method. This approach leads to

„ . .^M . ., le^ „,
8a - ' 3a

where ^— represents the plant error sensitivity matrix,wh11e

Y is a conveniently chosen accélération factor matrix. The
8e

computation of ^— is difficult to implement because a is un-

known. This matrix is then approximated by considering 8y/9a,

the sensitivity matrix of the référence model. Formally one

has

9e 9(y-x) _ 3x „ 8y

3a 8a &a 3a

The matrix 7— 1s computed by using the sensitivity model
a

3f_(y>a,r) ,.. 9f_8y _ "lmxjl '"'"/ 9y . "'m

+ — (v.a.r).9a 8y 3a ' Sa VJ'"" /'
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A detailed educational implementation of this algo-

n'thm to a robotic link may be found in [RMDS.5] . A simu-

lator MRAC, available at the Computer Center, (Prometeus),

allows one to gain a hands-on expérience with the working

of such a System.

4.3 Self-Tuning àdaptive Controllers

The conceptual opération of a self-tuning adaptive con

troller is as follows, (see fig. 3.1): an estimator module

gives a recursive plant parameter estimate which is the

most compatible with the available plant input/output be-

havior; an adaptation module updates the controller para-

meters on the basis of such an estimate; the controller

opérâtes as a standard classical controller.

In a typical application of this scheme the plant is

modelled in terms of a linear différence équation of the

type

y(m+1)=a^ u(m)+a^ u(m-1)+...+a u(m-p)

- b, y(m)- .. . -b_ y(m-n)
o ' n '

where u('), y('), a,, b^. represent respectively, input,

output and unknown parameters of the plant.

The plant parameter estimator is usually of the recur-

sive least square type [As.1]. Using the notation
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ê(m)û

i 0

a
p

b
•o
l
l

b
n

(m)

to indicate the parameter estimate at ti'me m, and wi'th

u(m)

x(m)û u(m-p)

-y(m)
l
l
l

-y(m-n)

the input/output data vector relevant to the computation

of y(m+1), a typical recursive algorithm computes ^(m+1)

from ë(m), y(m+1), x(m) according to the following algorithm

e(m+1)=e(m)+K(m) |y(m+1)-x'(m)è(m)

y(m) = 1/ | 1+x'(m)P(m)x(m)

K(m) = y(m) P(m) x(m)

P(m+1)y | P(m)-K(m)x'(m)P(m) Ir
<n/h ère:
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P(m) A[x.

^_N Arm) ^

(m) X(m)

x'd)

x'(m-1)j

and À is a forgetting factor. This algorithm gives the casual

parameter estimate 6(m+1) which minimizes the expression

m
A r _2/.^ ,m-1J ï ^ E^(i) À'

1=1

,Ae(i)y ty(i+1)-x'(i)9(i)| .

The classical controller employs a strategy which is

usually of the pôle placement, minimum van'ance or

linear optimal regulator type. Its gains are computed at

each instant m by the gain update module. The algorithm

adopted by this module presumesthe plant parameters to be

time invariant and equal to ë(m) (certainty équivalent

pn'nciple).

A detailed application of this algorithm to a robotic

link is described in [RMDS.7]. A simulator, SELF-TUNE,

available at the Computer Center, (Sala Prometeus), allows

one to gain a hands on expérience with the working of such

a System.
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SET_POINTMT

CLASSICAL
CONTROLLER

PLANT

OAIN
ADAPTATION

;

PARAMETERS
ESTIMATOR

Figure 3.1: Structure of a self-tum'ng adaptive controller

4.4 Multivariable nonlinear adapti've contron^rs

The potential of the model référence and self-tumng

approaches is somewhat limited by the usual assumption that the

plant is linear and made of decoupled scalar Systems.

More seriously: the adaptivity of thèse schemes is usually

confined to the controller feedback component. Recently,
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mul tivanabl e non-linear schemes have been deveîoped which

take into spécifie account the particularities of the

mampulator dynamics [Cr.2]. A major step forward is in

that the adaptivity now concerns both the controller feed-

forward and feedback components. Too: identification and

control are no longer independent.

The main ideas at the basis of this new development

can perhaps be best illustrated by discussing its implemen-

tation in a s.cheme where a precomputed torque controller is

used. Such a scheme is represented in fig. 4.1, where D and

h(q,q) represent respectively the estimated values of the

manipulator inertia matrix |D....| and of the vectoriJJ

qo

qo

qo

K. Kz

+'

Or

<i)c

PARAMETERS
ESTIMATOR

-ç

•Iq.ql

MANIPULATOR

Fjj[Lrre 4.1: Mul ti variabl e nonlinear adaptive control of a
robotic mam'pulator
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h(q,q)= |h^(q,q)| e D...... q..q,. + D,j^1 k^1 "ijk 'rk ' "i

The unknown parameters of the manipulator are descn'bed in

terms of a vector P. This vector is chosen so as to have

the représentation

D q = D q + W [q,q] P

h(q,q) = h~(q,q) + W [q,q] P

where D and h are (known) parts of D q' and h(q,q) which do

not dépend on P; W,, and W^ are known functions of q,q and q.

Using the notation P to denote the current estimate of P and
l

w ^ [w^ ; w,,] , the estimation algorithm is based upon the

équation

? = KM" D" (e+i^é)

where K and ^ are convemently chosen real positive diagonal

matrices and e denotes the error between the desired and

the a e tuai mam'pulator links position

A
e = ^ - q.

An outline of the justification of such an algorithnj

goes as follows [Cr.2, p.51] :

i. Usage of the computed torque approach suggests a control

action given by

r = D(q) q* + h(q,q)
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q* = dp + K^e + K^è

and K^ , K are diagbnal matrices

This, in turn, implies

% + K1e + K2è

D l e + K.e + K.é

Dq + h-h

D-D l q + h-h

,-1
ë+Ke+K^è = D ' W(q,q,q)$

where

$ ï p-p,

Using the notation

u e D"1 W$

it follows

e + K e + K^ê = u

ii. Considering

û
ei =" e + ^é,

using Laplace notations one has

][:
-1

e, (s)= | I+^s | | s"I + sK^+K>2'"1
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The choice of diagonal ^ is made so that the mapping u-^-e

is stnctly positive real.

From a well known strictly positive real result, this

implies that the mapping u->e, is representable in terms

of a dynamical System

x =Ax + Bu

e, = Cx

with positive real symmetric matrices Q,, Q^ such that

A'Q^ + Q^A = -Q

Q^B = C-.

ni. One may now consider a Lyapunov function of the type

V(x,<î>) ^ xQ x + $• K~\

with K a diagonal positive real matn'x. Observing that the

chosen estimation strategy implies

--
P = KW D-l e

hence

$ = KM" Ô e,

one has

^

6

B D~1W

-KW D~ C 0
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By computing

9V • . 9V ;
V = — x + — $

8x " 8$

one obtains

V = -x'Q^x

wh ich implies x->-0, hence e,,->-0 and e->-0.

j v. It is further shown in [Cr.2, p.58-63] that:

- this procédure is robust with respect to external per-

turbations;

- under the (persistently exciting équivalent) condition

!VP
U'W dt > ai

0

for p>0 and some a>0, one also has |P-P| ^ 0>

if one knows that the parameters values lie in a certain

interval

1, < p, < h,l - ri - "i

then one may advantageously modify the algorithm with

the variant

P,(t+) = 1, if p,(t) ^ 1, - 6

P.(t+) = h if p^(t) ^ h + ô

for some <S>0.
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5. SLIDING MODE CONTROLLERS

5.1 Introduction

Even with the utilization of an adaptive controller,

it may still be difficult to guarantee a satisfactory per-

formance in high accuracy high speed mampulators where

fast parameter variations and high level nonstationary per-

turbations may be expected. Sliding mode controllers, with

a behavior which can potentially be made solely dépendent

on the controller and not on the plant parameters, présent

a natural addition to the arsenal of available tools. As

thèse control1ers are not usually covered in a classical au-

tomatic control course, in what follows we will give a brief

introduction of the concept together with the subsequent

présentation of s.ome selected results.

To illustrate the concept, consider a robotic link

described by [Ut.1, p. 15-17]

A 1
X1 ' X2 a = 7

x,, = -a x^+b(u+Ç) b r Km/T

where, as usual ,

x, s position of the link;

A ... .

X2 = X1 '

u = controller action;
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T, K_ ^ time constant and static gain of the link;
m

Çr input équivalent perturbation generated by ex-

ternal unknown forces and parameter variations.

Consider the (sii d j n g m o d e) function

slm rx^ + e x

together with the control strategy

U = -^>x, + Y

where

ipra ifx,s1m>0,

A
ip = 8 ifx slm < 0,

a.nd

Y = -M SIGN(slm)

One cariieasily verify that if

a> max { -^-(a-c)c , ^- }

P< •jL(a-c)c , M > |Ç|

then s1m(t) tends to zéro. With the (sliding mode) condition

s1m(t) =0 t > to
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satisfied, one bas

x^(t) = e~c(t-to) x^(t^).

This implies that as long as the controller is able to

impose the slich'ng mode condition, the link state trajectory

dépends on the controller parameter e and is independent

from the plant parameter values T, K_,Ç.

This example suggests that a robotic controller

might be désignée! by adopting a strategy whereby the desired

behavior of the manipulator is first translated in terms of

a (sliding mode) condition of the type

Cx = 0

where x is the state of the manipulator and C is a suitable

matn'x. A stiding mode control would then be subsequently determined

which is capable of satisfying this condition. Expected ad-

vantages being in the simplicity of the ensuing controtler,

a good dynamic and static behavior, a strong robustness to

parameter variations and external perturbations. The same

type of strategy may be also applied to state estimation

and parameter identification; extensions involve adaptive

mode1 référence and self-tuning controllers.
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5.2 Some Selected Results

Given a dynamical System [Ut.1, p.80]

x = f(x,t) + B(x,t)u

with a controller defined by

u,=u,(x,t) fors,(x)>0 , i=1...m

u,(x,t) for s,(x)<0

where u.., u.. and s.. are certain continuous functions, a^, ^ ^..^ ^^. ^,^ ^^,.^.,. ^^,,>. ,,.^.--, , ^..v-v ,v.,.^ ,

sliding mode controller is defined by following two condit

ions :

i. no trajectory entirely generated by one of the 2m po-

tential control functions is contained in

A Os.S(x,t) û {x |x 6 l |s^(x)=0 } ;

ii. for any e>0, there exist A_>0 and <S>0 such that: for

any x^ with a distance from S(x,t_) smaller than 6, the

trajectory of

x=f(x,t)+B(x,t)û(x,t) , x(tj=x.
0 ' 0

with û(x,t) such that

u^u^. if Us^.(x,t)H > A^

min(u.,u.;) < û, < max(u,,uT) otherwise,
1 ' 1
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has the property that

a
! S^(x,t) < £,

1=1

The control ideas charactenzi ng the sliding mode

controller design phi1osophy are well represented by the

following two fundamental results.

Theorem 1. A necessary condition for a sliding mode con-

troller to exist is that: a u__.., (équivalent control ) ,
equ

solution of

s = G l f(x,t)+B(x,t)u
equ^
]...

where: G is a matrix whose rows are given by the gradients

with respect to x of the s. components of s^{s..}, exists

and satisfies the inequalities

min(ul.,u^) < u__.. < max(ul,u^)i '"i/ - "equ - '""" vui'"i

Theorem 2. For the dynamical System to be under sliding mode

control in the demain S(x,t), it is sufficient that: for

a11 x 6 S(x,t) there exist a function v(s,x,t) continuously

differentiable with respect to a11 its arguments such that

in a certain 'région,^, of the subspaces s,,...,s_ contaimng

the origin:

T_. v(s,x,t) is positive definite with respect to s;

jj^. on the sphère ||s|| ^ R for a11 x 6 ft and any t:

inf v=h^>0, sup v=Hp>0
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s|| < R ||s|| ^ R

with h,, and H^ only dépendent on R;

ni. a total time derivative of v is négative everywhere

this function is defined and

sup v = -m^,.

Is|| < R

wi'th m,, > 0 only dépendent on R.

The next theorem i11ustratesthe nature of specialized

application results which may be obtained from theorem 1

and 2.

Theorem 3 [Ut.1, p.148] A necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for the System

x = A(t)x + B(t)u,

equipped with the controller

n

u= l ^ixi ~ ô''SIGN(s1m)
i:1 "• 1

with ô>0, slm à ex

^,j=a.j if x^ si m < 0

i^.=8, otherwise,

to be under sliding mode control is that

o^. ^ max <c,a^>/<c,B>
1
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B ^ min < c,a^ > / <c,B >
1

where: a. is the i-th column of A(t).

The following result gives an indication of the limits

of a sliding mode controller.

Theorem 4. [Ut.1, p.213] . Let

x = Ax+Bu+Df

be under sliding mode control. A necessary condition for the

System dynamics to be invariant with respect to the pertur-

bation f is that the columns of the D matrix be in the range

of the B matrix.

A more complète treatment of this subject may be found

in the cited références (see also [Fu.1, p.226]). A detailed

educational study of a sliding mode controller for a robotic

link with an elastic transmission can be found in [RMDS.3J.

A hands-on analysis of the dynamical behavior of such a

System can be developed using the simulator ROBEL (available

at the Computer Center; see Appendix B).

5.3 PID/Sliding mode controllers

A PID/sliding mode controller is obtained by modifyi'ng

a classical PID with the parallel addition of a nonlinear

(almost) on-off switching élément (fig. 3.1). The idea is to
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complément the well estabtished transient performance and

steady state rejection properties of the classical PID with

the potential robustness to plant parameter variation and

externat perturbations of the sli'ding mode controller.

To illustrate, consider a robotic link described by

X1 = X2

K_
l .. m

X2 = - t X2 + -f (u+ç)

where u is the output of a controller with the structure

indicated in fig. 3.1. With référence to this figure,

observe that if Au, the control contribution of the switching

élément, is capable of imposing the sliding mode condition

s1m(x) e a x + a x + Xg = 0

where

X3 = X1~X1D'

then it would follow

slm = 0

which implies

x<(s) =
X1D(S)

'}'3/ ~ 1+a s+a ^ '

that is: a response completely independent of Ç and of the

plant parameters.



J
Figure 3.1: PID/Sliding mode servocontrol1er
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Figure 3.2: PID/Sliding mode trajectory tracking controller
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To détermine the reqih r-ements for a Au with such a

capability, let K^.-.K/, be such that the PID linear component,

in the absence of E, and Au, générâtes an input/output

transfer function with pôles p,,p,,,p^ and zéro z. Let

a.e - l- - J- .a- e -L- . z=c
a,î - ?7 -p, -a2 ' P^ ' Z-P3-

Observe that, using Laplace notations,

j^
sin,(s) = '-^ ,Â^^

T (s-P3)

and

S,-.(S) . ^ (AU^).p, ^ (^T

hence

^ (s1m(t)')= p s1m'(t)+ -^(Au+£)s1m(t)1 d /_i /^^2^ _ , 2,,^. m

To obtain s1m(t)-»-0 it is then sufficient to impose

-^ (slnT(t)) < 0. Since Pg<0, for this it is suffi'cient to

simply choose

Au = -M SIGN(slm)

where M > sup |Ç| .
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5.4 Observations

The M>sup |çjinequality suggests that while one may not

need to know the value of the perturbation acting on the link,

an évaluation of its upper value is required. Since the

perturbation reflects the dynamical behavior of other links

of the mam'pulator which may in turn be itself dépendent on

the value of M, a convenient procédure to obtain such an

évaluation is inspired by the "hierarchy of control method"

[Ut.1, p.101] [Le.1,p.210-220]. The controller for 11nk i

is désignée! sequentially by: starting from the last link;

assuming the dynamics of a11 the preceding links to be in

a sliding mode; continuing the procédure down to the first

1 i n k .

The sliding mode action may in practice be approximated by

replacing the switching control

Au = - M SIGN (slm)

with

Au = - M SIGN (slm) for |slm| > e

= 0 for |slm| < e

The e value is chosen sufficiently small as to ret 'ain the

desired robustness property of the sliding mode action,
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and large enough as to reduce the high frequency chattering

which characterizes the opération of such an action.

The sliding mode controller potential of neutralizing

not only the influence of external perturbations but also

that of parameter variations follows from the fact that this

latter influence may be represented in terms of an input-

équivalent perturbation

SSTLK
m

K K
1 1 l l "m "m nom

^ ~ ïj X2+ [T - itt—J"
nom ' -' t- * m 'nom

0

where the suffix "nom" denotes a nominal value and u is
0

the control contribution fo the PID/Sliding Mode linear

component.

A similar procédure may be applied to modify a PID

trajectory tracking controlter into a PID/Sliding mode

trajectory tracking controller (figure 3.2).

5.5 Application to real time parameter identification

Sliding mode techniques may be conveniently applied

to real time parameter identification. To illustrate let

a System be descn'bed by

x. = x- a e lX1 = X2 a = ~t

K.

^ =ax^ + bu b e -"
•2 "- "T:
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with a and b unknown. Consider the problem of estimating a

and b at time t from the knowledge of u(s), x^(s), t G (0,°°),

s 6(-~,t]

To solve this problem we first use sliding mode to get

an estimate of x^. For this we consider the System

X1 = X2

x^ = a(t)x^(t)+b(t)u(t)

+ [c|x,(t)|+d|u(t)|] u*(t)

where:

*

a(t) is the estimate of a; b(t) of b;

u* e -siGN(slm); slm e x^(t)-x (t);

c>0, d>0 are to be chosen so that s1m(t)-^0.

Po^ s1m(t)-^0 we observe that

A s1m(t)2 û s1m(t) s1m(t)
.

(x^ )s1m(t)

(a(t)-a)x slm + (b(t)-b)u slm

- e lx, l) s1m| - d j u | | slm

< 0 if

e > max |a-a| , d > max |b-b| .

With slm = 0 one has

•

x, = x, x^ = x^ for almost every t.
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We can therefore estimate â(t), b(t) from x^(«), x^('),

u(.).

For this we set up the following algorithm

e^(t)= x^(t)-a(t)x^(t)-b(t)u(t)

e^(t)4 x^(t-D)-â(t)x^(t-D)-b(t)u(t-D)

â(t) = e (t)x (t) + e^(t)x^(t-D)
t

b(t) = e (t)u(t) + ^(t)u(t-D)

for some D > 0. To convince ourselves that the algorithm

converges, we consider the Lyapunov function

V = (a-â(t))2 + (b-b(t))2

and observe that

<'= -(a-â(t))â - (b-b(t))b

= -(a-â(t)) |£^(t)x^(t)+e^(t)x^(t-D)

= (b-b(t)) [ e,(t)u(t)+e (t)u(t-D)

(a-â(t)) x (t) + (b-b(t)) u(t-D)

(a-â(t)x^(t-D) + (b-b(t))u(t-D)

< 0 i^ det Xg(t) u(t)

^(t-D) u(t-D)
1- 0
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The technique illustratèd by this example may be readily

generalized to the problem of identifying the A parameter

matrix of

x = A <p(x ,t)

from the knowledge of x(») and <p(*,*). One first estimâtes

x by considering

n

x, = A, <p(x,t) + ^ B,, | (p,(x,t) |u%

with u*, e -SIGN(s1m,)

s 1 m . r X, -x,
1 1 1

and B.. such that s1m,->-0.
^ ---.. ...-. -.^ -. ^

One then identifies A from x, x, and 4>(x,t). More on this

in [Ut.1, p. 236-240] .
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6. LEARNING CONTROL

6.1 Introduction

To introduce the concept of a learning control it is

useful to consider a scénario whereby a robotic manipulator

bas to repetitively exécute a given task; an optimal

exécution requires the manipulator links position to follow

a predeternnned trajectory; the présence of an unknown

perturbation allows this trajectory to be attained only

within a certain error. The problem is to exploit the know-

ledge of this error in correspondence with a given exécution

to complément the action of the available controller so as

to come up with a smaller error at a subsequent exécution

(fig. 1.1).

6.2 Implementation in a computed torque scheme

To be more spécifie, let us introduce the fotlowing

notations :

q (.), q^(*) : mam'pulator links desired and actual k-th

exécution position trajectory;

e,^(.): = q^(. )-q,^( • ) , trajectory error at the k-th exécution;

f(.) : the unknown input équivalent perturbation causing

the error;

d^('): the accélération équivalent action provided by the

learning module in response to e,. ,.
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ACTUAL TRAJECTORY

Figure 1.1: Learning control scénario.

Represent thèse functions as éléments of L,, [0,°°) .

Assuming the utilization of a precomputed torque con-

troller, the mam'pulator dynamics at the k-th exécution is

représentée! by [Cr.2]

Dc [vK1eK + K2ék + dk] - Di'+f

where D, and D represent computed and actual inertia ma

trices. Further, assuming D^=D, it follows:

Klek+K2ék+ëk+dkîD'lfAd
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hence

e (s) = H(s) [(d-d^)(s)]

w1 th

H(s) - K,.K^

Representing the learning module as described by

d,.. , = d, + Qe,'k+1 "k ' '"k

with Q: Ly [0,°°) ^-L., [0,°°) a (not necessarily casual)

operator to be determined, one bas

dk.1 • dk+ QH [d-dk] •

For the intencled objective to be attained it is then

sufficient to requise d-d^ ->0, hence to choose Q so that

I-QH[ < 1. A potential (non casual) choice of such a Q

is for example represented by Q=aH* with H* the adjoint of

H and constant a such ";hat |H| < 1/a.
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Itl

INVERSE
DYNAMICS
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+
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Ck-lN

+

Figure 2.1: Learmng control applied to a computed torque
control1er.
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APPENDIX A: LABORATORY SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

Among the variety of techniques applicable to the con-

trol of a robotic link we have seen classical PID, model

référence and self-tuning adaptive control, sliding mode

control. Dur exposition, comptemented with the cited bi-

bliography should help the student to fami'lian'ze himself

with adavantages and shortcomings of each one of thèse ap-

proaches, efficient computational and numen'cal design pro-

cedures, application modalities, and so on.

AU this notwithstanding, a number of factors still

remain that make thèse approaches difficult to put into

perspective: the complexity of the often nonlinear dynamics,

the variety of design cnteria, the heuristic nature

characterizing some of the design parameters choices, the

sometime hard to establish connection between theoretical

and physical implications of the available results.

In what follows we suggest a number of questions which

may be advantageously clarifiée! via hands-on simulation

experiments on a personal computer. Thèse experiments may

be carried out by using the simulators described in

appendix B.

Simulation Experiment *1: APPLICATION 0F A CLASSICAL PID

CONTROLLER TO A ROBOTIC LINK

The simulators used in this experiment are POSSPEED and

SIMNOG. The questions under investigation are the following:
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How wel1 does a PID perform? How to characten'ze perfor-

mance? What is the function of each of its components? How

to tune the gains? How do gain variations influence per-

formance? What is the influence of other controller para-

meters? (sampling period, quantization levels, measurement

noise, transducer gains, maximum control . levels, delay in

the control , .. . ).

What is the influence of the various kinematic and mass

mampulator parameters (masses of the links, inertias,

lengths, working configuration, viscosity, ...)?

How effective 1s a PID in neutralizing intercouplings,

centripetal and Coriolis forces?

What are a PID most advantageous/disadvantageous features?

Simulation expenment *2: APPLICATION 0F MODEL REFERENCE AND

SELF-TUNING ADAPTIVE CONTROLLERS TO A ROBOTIC LINK

This experiment uses the simulators MRAC and SELFTUNE. The

objective is to analyze via simulation the following type

of questions:

Why, how, and with what success an adaptive controller of

the model référence or self-tuning type?

What is the comparative différence between the two?

What is the influence of the gain adaptive module parameters?

What are the control stratégies?

What "ad hoc" modifications of the off-the-shelf algorithms

might be required?
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What is the sensitivity to external perturbations, the

response time, required control level, robustness, quality

of performance?

Simulation experiment *3: SLIDING MODE CONTROL 0F A ROBOTIC

LINK

The simulator used in this experiment is ROBEL; the objec-

tive is to analyze the following type bf questions:

Why, how and with what success a sliding mode controller?

Importance of the various parameters of the controller?

Basic structure and required algorithms for the controller?

Comparisons with PID and linear state regulator?

Sensitivity to external perturbations, response time, con-

trol level requirements, robustness, reliability, stability,

quality of performance.
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APPENDIX B: LABORATORY SIMULATORS

In what follows we give a brief description of the simu

lators used in the laboratory experiments mentioned in

Appendix A.

POSSPEED (Position SPEED control simulator)

POSSPEED simulâtes a link angular position controller (fig.

1.3.2); the mathematical model is in fig. 1.1; the non-

linear élément can be anyone of the types in fig. 1.2.

The gain values may be computed automatical1y by POSSPEED

so as to position the pôles as a function of the damping

factor Ç and of the A,B,C accélération factors indicated

in fig. 1.3. Other simulation possibilities include:

various PID indutrial configurations (threshold, saturation

on the intégral component), influence of a delay in the

control, external perturbation influence, speed rather than

position control.
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Figure 1.1: Bloc diagram of the System considérée! in POSSPEED
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SIMNOG (SIMulation with N0 Gravity)

SIMNOG simulâtes the control System in fig. 2.1; the mam

pulator dynamical model is as in fig. 2.2; the controller

is made of two decentral1zed PID components (fig. 3.2.1),

plus a feedforward component compensating for gravity; the

nonlinear élément is identical to that considered in

POSSPEED. More détails can be found in [RMDS.4].
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Figure 2.1: The robotic System considérée! 1^1 SIMNOG
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MRAC (Model Référence Adaptive Control)

MRAC simulâtes the dynamic behavior of an adaptive control

System of the Model Référence type (fig. 4.2.1).

The controller/plant part is made of a PD position servo

(fig. B.3.1); the référence model is as in fig. B.3.2; the

gain adaptation module responds to the scheme in fig. B.3.3

The simulation allows one to analyze the System behavior

with and without adaptation as a function of the following

parameters: plant time constant and static gain, initial

conditions, référence model dynamic parameters, error

weighting coefficients, adaptation module gains. More

détails can be found in [RMDS.5] .
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Figure 3.1: Controller/plant ensemble considered lin MRAC
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SELFTUNE (SELFTUNing Controller)

SELFTUNE simulâtes the dynamic behavior of an adaptive

control System of the self-tuning type (see fig. 4.3.1).

The controller-plant part is identical to that considérée!

in f1g. 1.1. The parameter estimator is of the recursive

least square type; it offers the choice to include or not

a speed measurement; it uses the formulas given in section

4.3 with the symbol notation illustrated in fig. 4.1

or 4.2.. More détails are to be found 1n [RMDS.7] .
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A
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l22
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K.

A
x(m) =

y(m)

u(m)

Figure 4.1: Correspondence of notations in the estimator
of SELFTUNE (a speed measurement is available)
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x, (i+1) = x,(i) + A, g X2(i) + Bi u(i)

x^ (i-1) =

^12

x,(i) - x^ (i-1)
B,

"12

u(i-l)

x^(i-1) = Agg x^ (i-2) + B^ u(i-2)

"12
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B1 .... A22
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^12 ^12
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Figure 4.2: Correspondenceof notations in the estimator
of SELFTUNE (a speed measurement is not
avallable)
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ROBEL (Control of a ROBotic link with an ELastic
Transmission)

ROBEL simulâtes the dynamic behavior of a robotic link

position controller characterized by an elastic transmis

sion (fig. 5.1). The controller configuration can be

chosen as one of the following:

i. classical PID (fig. 3.2.1 )

ii. PID/sliding mode (fig. 4.3.1)

1ii) classical linear state regulator (fig. 5.2)

iv) nonlinear sliding mode state regulator (fig. 5.3)

More détails are to be found in [RMDS.3] .
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Figure 5.1: Elastic link considered in ROBEL
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Figure 5.3: Variable structure controller used in ROBEL




